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ARCHAEOMETALLURGICAL RESIDUES FROM
BOZÂNTA MICĂ-GRIND, MARAMUREŞ, ROMÂNIA
Daria Dobrochna Dabal*
* Glamorgan Gwent Archaeological Trust, United Kingdom; dariadabal@hotmail.com
Rezumat. Materialele arheometalurgice descoperite în timpul cercetărilor arheologice de la
Bozânta Mică-Grind (jud. Maramureș) alcătuiesc o mică colecție de artefacte (16,4 kg). În cadrul acestei colecții sunt fragmente rezultate de la producerea (topire) și de la prelucrarea fierului
(fierărie).
Zguri de fierărie s-au găsit în complexele 001 și 139 datate în sec. II‒IV dHr. Mărimile
lor sunt apropiate de materialele descoperite în situri unde au fost interpretate mai degrabă ca
dovezi de forjare secundară (fierărie) decât de forjare primară (topire). Câteva exemple complet
păstrate sugerează că acestea au fost produse în urma unor lucrări de modelare ușoară și fabricate în fierărie și nu au fost obținute prin forjare și sudare la scară largă.
Fierul folosit de fierari era mai degrabă un fier gata prelucrat și nu unul brut sau parțial obținut dintr-o lupă din fier.
Reziduurile asociate cu topirea fierului în cuptoare de tip fără scurgerea zgurii au fost
găsite în complexele 155, 157 și 158/159, toate datate în secolul al VIII-lea dHr. Câteva fragmente provenind din partea de jos a cuptorului sugerează faptul că acesta avea o bază semicirculară căptușită cu lut.
Toate reziduurile metalurgice au fost descoperite în contexte secundare, sunt fragmentare și în cantități mici, lucru care sugerează că activitățile metalurgice s-au desfășurat în apropiere, dar în afara limitelor zonei excavate.
Materialele arheometalurgice de la Bozânta Mică aduc informații importante imaginii
secolelor II‒IV din regiunea Tisei Superioare și ajută la înțelegerea tehnologiei de producere
a fierului existente în județul Maramureșul secolului al VIII-lea. Față de alte categorii de materiale arheologice, în România, reziduurile arheometalurgice au fost studiate mai puțin și de aceea
se impune nevoia cercetării lor.
Cuvinte cheie: metalurgie, topire, făurărie din lupă de fier, fierărie, cuptor cu zgură în groapă,
Maramureș.

1. Introduction
The village Bozânta Mică in Maramureş (Romania) lies 15 km west of Baia
Mare. The archaeological site is situated to the north-west of the village and spreads
over several farming fields. In its direct vicinity, to the northeast and north, is the Lăpuş
river, which approximately 2 km to the west flows into the River Someş, which waters runs into the Tisza river. The site was investigated during the three following campaigns in 2009, 2010 and 2011. Excavation works were carried by the team of archae-
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ologists from Maramureş County History and Archaeology Museum in Baia Mare with
the collaboration of the Institute of Archaeology and Art History from Cluj-Napoca.
In 2011’s campaign, archaeometallurgical finds were noted in eight contexts1. The
interpretation of these artefacts is the subject of the following paper.

2. Methods
The archaeometallurgical materials recovered during the excavation works at
the Bozânta Mică-Grid forms a small collection of artefacts (16.4 kg). This group of
materials doesn’t include any of the non-ferrous metal findings or iron objects.
All materials were examined visually using a 10× magnifying glass where necessary. The investigated finds were described and recorded in databases (Tables 1 and
2). All the examples of complete or partial smithing hearth cakes (SHCs) were weighted
separately (summarised in Tables 3 and 4). As an assessment, the materials were not
subjected to any form of instrumental analysis. The identifications of materials in this
report are therefore limited and must be regarded as provisional.
The project was undertaken for the Department of Archaeology at Maramureş
County History and Archaeology Museum in Baia Mare.

3. Results
3.1. Iron-smelting residues
In general, iron smelting is the process of extracting metal from its ore. It takes
place in the furnace where, thanks to the high temperature and reducing agent (carbon
monoxide provided by charcoal), the reduction of iron from the minerals and rocks
containing iron oxides or iron hydro-oxides occurs. Before the invention of the blast
furnace iron was produced in bloomery furnaces where iron ore was reduced to the
metallic iron at the temperatures below its melting point (less than 1538° C). The end
product of the iron smelting process in the bloomery furnace (also called direct process
or single-stage process of iron making) is a spongy mass of reduced iron particles full
of slag and un-burnt charcoal known as a bloom (‘smelted bloom’ and ‘raw bloom’)2.
The waste product of this process is iron slag.
3.1.1. Furnace bottoms
There are a few types of iron slag which might be associated with iron smelting.
One such slag is a slag gathering just below the bloom at the base or basal pit of the
non-slag tapping furnace. It is called furnace bottom (FB) and it is a large slag mass
which accumulates in the form of a single coherent mass, when the volume of slag
produced during a smelt is sufficient to fill the basal pit or base of the furnace; or
incoherent mass characterised by a distinct stratification, with slag facies similar to
those of slag tapping furnaces3.
Regarding the Bozânta Mică slags, the term ‘furnace bottom’ is applied to the
large, dense slag mass which may occupy much, or all, of the diameter of the furnace
base. As is typical for such material, the Bozânta Mică FBs are porous, comprising slag
1

Ardeleanu, 2012, p. 26-27.
Dabal, 2018, p. 795-796.
3
Young, 2013, p. 1.
2
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Fig. 1. Fragment of furnace bottom found in context 158 (639 g).
layers coated around moulds of large charcoal fragments (up to 7 cm long by 2 cm wide)
and prilly flows. The masses are therefore rather fragile, meaning that fragmented slags
suffered reworking or redeposition. Some of the FBs fragments have grey reduced clay
attached to the curved surface.
Pieces of furnace bottoms (total weight 8049.64 g, 49.06% off all submitted
materials) were found in contexts 155, 157 and 158/159. The largest fragment (weight
2790 g) had dimensions 11 cm × 10.5 cm and was 13 cm thick. Unfortunately, this slag
is incomplete so it is impossible to estimate the original size and weight of the whole
FB. The slag fragment characterises by a convex base with grey reduced clay attached
to it.

3.2. Ironworking residues
Smithing is the process of shaping iron and it can be divided into two types:
primary smithing – also called bloom-smithing, which is refining of the bloom by re-
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moving impurities (like slag and charcoal) from it whilst welding iron particles together
to produce ‘compact blooms’, ‘currency bars’ or ‘billets’; and secondary smithing –
blacksmithing, which is making tools from the purified raw iron or recycled iron scraps;
and/or repairing of artefacts. Diagnostic residues from iron-working include smithing
hearth cakes (SHCs), which are characteristic plano-convex slag agglomeration at the
base of the smithing hearth, and mico-residues such as hammerscale.
3.2.1. Smithing hearth cakes
Generally, SHCs are made of the iron lost from the worked piece of metal
whilst reheated in the hearth. This lost iron reacts with the melting ceramic material
(hearth lining, blow-hole clay plate or ceramic tuyère) and flux used by the smith to
aid fire-welding and forms slag just below the hot-zone of the hearth (under the tuyère
or blow-hole), as the oxidising conditions prevail the slag developing in front of the air
blast4.
Smithing slags show a high diversity of shapes, thickness, density and texture.
That variety of smithing slags reflects the complexity of the smithing work: type of
used fuel (charcoal, coal or more recently coke); quality and quantity of worked metal;
size and shape of the hearth; the way air was pumped into the hearth (e.g. tuyère made
of metal or clay); and how the smith cleaned the hearth (while it was hot or cold, and
what tools he used to do it).
Diagnostic smithing slags are slightly concavo-convex or plano-convex shaped
and are usually sub-circular in plan5. Their bottom surface has small charcoal impressions as a result of cooling on the charcoal bed6. Occasionally remains and traces of
the refractory hearth lining might be visible on the side of the smithing hearth cake7.
Many of the SHCs show deformations which are the result of the smith cleaning the
hearth between periods of work (perhaps daily, but possibly more frequently) and removing the slag when not completely solidified. Therefore, smithing slags bear marks
after extraction, with twisting the most common effect8 or just marks after tools like
tongs used to pull them out9.
Eleven SHCs (total weight of 2546.37 g; Tables 3 and 4) were found in contexts 001 and 139. These contexts yielded a total of 4846.18g of metallurgical materials
of which 59.7% (by weight) was identifiable as being from SHCs. These slags are rather poorly developed, characterised by low or medium density, convex bases and charcoal impressions on the sides and bottom. Most of the slags have high silica content
and occasionally glassy surface in green/blue/white colours. Some characterise by rusty
appearance and bright yellow top surface, which is a sign of heavy weathering of these
materials. Also, two examples of SHCs have fragments of red oxidised clay attached.
Majority of the Bozânta Mică slags are incomplete and only three SHCs (total
4

Crew, 1991, p. 32; McDonnell, 1991, p. 25-26; Young, 2006, p. 3-4.
McDonnel, 1991, p. 24.
6
Crew, 1991, p. 32.
7
Pleiner, 2006, p. 113.
8
Young, 2006, p. 4.
9
Dabal, Young, 2011, p. 2.
5
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Fig. 2. Smithing hearth cakes found in contexts 001 and 139.
weight 737 g; Fig. 2) are sufficiently well-preserved to allow estimation of their original
weight. Their size range is shown in Table 3. The complete SHCs are generally very
small, as they don’t exceed 428 g). Also, the fragmented smithing slags are small except for one example slag, which weighs 928 g and its original weight could be above
1000 g (Table 4).
3.2.2. Hammerscale
Flake hammerscale is formed when the surface of heated iron oxidises10. Some
of this oxide scale ends up in the hearth and takes part in the slag formation, but the
majority of flakes break from the metal piece while it is hammered or its surface is
cleaned prior welding and they fall on the floor around the anvil. On archaeological
sites hammer scale can be found as ‘lenses’ in floor levels where smithing took place,
or in deposits in rubbish pits11.
Smithing micro-residues within the Bozânta Mică collection were noticed in
only one context (001) in the form of rusty accretion of flake hammerscale (weight
1.92 g).

4. Undiagnostic materials associated with metallurgical activities
4.1. Vitrified and slagged lining
In extremely high temperatures, inside a furnace or a smithing hearth, clay turns
into a vesicular black glass. Vitrified lining found on an archaeological site is usually
an indicator of the metallurgical process. Very often such vitrified clay is covered with
slag in the form of prills, drips, blobs or with a thin layer of slag stamped with charcoal marks.
10
11

Young, 2011, p. 27.
McDonnell, 1983, p. 81.
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Fragments of vitrified ceramic were noted in seven contexts (001, 139, 142,
155, 157, Arabil 158 and 158/159) which formed 8.58% of the Bozânta Mică residues
(1407.92 g; Table 2). The slagged and vitrified ceramic from the site have various sizes,
shape and weight (minimum <1g, maximum 127.52 g). The majority of the finds have
layer of black/dark green glassy slag which coats only one side of the clay. One example of vitrified clay fragment found in context 139 contains partially-melted white quartz
grains. In context 142 all vitrified lining fragments characterise by yellow patina (less
than 1 mm thick) on the top of the vitrified layer, probably effect of weathering. In
context 155 and 158/159 majority of vitrified lining was slagged and stamped with
charcoal marks. Furnace wall fragment (5.2 cm thick) was found in 158/159 (Fig. 3).
4.2. Lining Slag
This class of material comprises of low-density slags which are formed of material derived mostly from melted ceramic. Depending on the hearth morphology, lining
slag may form from the melting hearth walls, tuyère or blowhole plate. Melted technical
ceramic usually contribute to the formation of the main SHC, but in the situation when
the loss of iron from the worked piece of metal is small, iron-poor slags with high silica
content may form separately or attached to the tuyère, blowhole plate or hearth wall12.
Four pieces of lining slags of various shape, weight and thickness were found
in contexts 139 and 142. These characterise by a dark black/green glassy surface with
partially-melted white quartz grains and contribute 38.83 g of Bozânta residues, 0.24%
of all metallurgical finds.

Fig. 3. Furnace wall fragment found in context 158/159 from 0.8 m to 0.85 m.
12

Young, 2006, p. 2.
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4.3. Indeterminate iron slag
There was a significant quantity of materials that are classed here as indeterminate (3329.59 g, 20.29% by weight of total metallurgical collection from the site).
Most of the indeterminate slags exhibited no diagnostic features that might allow them
to be assigned to either smithing or smelting. Some iron slag fragments were too small
or weathered to show appropriate textural features. Also, a few low-density slags with
charcoal moulds pressed on the top and bottom surfaces were too difficult to categorise because such texture might be typical for the slags formed inside the furnace as
well as within the smithing hearth.

5. Other materials
5.1. Fired lining
Slag-free lining occurs at all iron production sites. However, diagnostic materials which have the form of large, flat or curved pieces of rather thick baked clay, which
used to form furnace or hearth walls, are rarely found. Most of the time fired clay recovered from archaeological sites comes in small pieces, which might be indicative
of any process involving use of high temperature.
In general, fired clay if oxidised (burned in atmosphere with oxygen access),
grades in colour from orange to dark red. Whilst clay fired in reducing atmosphere
(condition in which oxidation is prevented by removal of oxygen and other oxidizing
gases or vapours; in this case containing actively reducing gas such as carbon monoxide) varies from pale grey to dark grey. In theory, smelting furnaces are closed spaces
and have reducing atmosphere inside, which causes clay to fire grey. While smithing
hearths, which are open spaces exposed to oxygen, have red oxidised lining. Yet it is
not so straight forward as in the smithing hearths local reduction zones may give grey
coloured regions of the hearth lining13. Different reaction zones inside the furnace cause
that within the reduction zone walls have black or grey colour, while at the area with
greater oxygen access are reddish or yellowish. Moreover, both smithing hearths and
furnaces were working for long periods of time and they could have been repaired more
than one time what introduced different clay colours.
A small quantity of loose fired clay bits was derived from contexts 001, 139,
142 and 158/159. The variety of the fired clay fragments includes clay without any temper (139 and 142), clay mixed with coarse sand (001); clay with organic temper (139
and 142) and clay with grog (158/159). Unfortunately, these all finds are too small to
be indicative of any process. Although they may derive from a metallurgical hearth or
furnace, there are no diagnostic features allowing to distinguish them from clay fired
in other settings. Nevertheless, these four distinctive groups of fired clay suggest more
than one source of origin (feature of archaeological interest).
5.2. Geological materials
In contexts 157 and 158/159 natural materials were present, including one fragment of silicate mineral and four weathered pieces of local volcanic rocks14.
13
14

McDonnell, 1983, p. 82.
Ioan DENUT oral information in contexts.
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6. Distribution and dating of residues
Metallurgical residues were recovered from the eight features across the site.
Smithing residues were noted in context 001 and 139 of the 2nd‒4th century AD date15,
while the residues associated with the iron smelting were present only in contexts 155,
157 and 158/159, which date to the 8th century AD16. Also, a significant amount of vitrified lining was recovered from context 142 of the 2nd‒4th century AD date17. The remaining two contexts (Arabil 001 and Arabil 158/159) provided very little of metallurgical finds (just 270 g in total) which have not been linked to any historical period.
All analises materials come from the fills of various features in which they were deposited after taking them out from the original contexts (furnace and smithing hearth).

7. Interpretation
Within the collection of archaeometallurgical materials from Bozânta Mică
residues from iron-making (smelting) and iron-working (blacksmithing) were found.
The majority of metallurgical finds from contexts 001 and 139 are from ironworking. The size and distribution of SHCs from Bozânta Mică are closer to the sites
interpreted as showing evidence of secondary-smithing than primary-smithing. Comparison of the Bozânta Mică SHCs assemblage with selected British Roman Period
SHCs collections is shown in Table 5. Even though the assemblage of SHCs is very
small it is similar to those from a group of Welsh sites like Bulmore18; Dwr-y-Felin,
Neath 677 & 71619; and Marsh Leys Farm20, which appear to have derived from blacksmithing. The bloomsmithing SHCs are know from the Roman sites like Kingstone
in Herefordshire21, England; Dymock in Gloucestershire22, England; and Cardiff Castle
in Glamorgan, Wales23, and all of them suggest that SHCs from bloomsmithing range
up to several kilos in weight24.
The size of the Bozânta Mică smithing hearth cakes suggests that light repair
and fabrication work took place in a smithy rather than large scale iron forging and
welding, which would generate bigger SHCs. Therefore, the assemblage can be interpreted as waste from a blacksmith workshop producing or preparing iron artefacts from
stock iron (not from the raw or partly-refined bloomery iron).
The residues found in context 155, 157 and 158/159 are indicative of ironsmelting in a non-slag tapping furnace which retained the slag produced during smelting
within its lower part. A few examples of the furnace bottoms suggests that the furnace base, where the slags formed, could have a bowl-shape with clay lining.
15

Ardeleanu, 2018, p. 201.
Ardeleanu, 2016, p. 21.
17
Ardeleanu, 2018, p. 201.
18
Young, 1999, p. 1.
19
Young, 2013b, p. 31.
20
Young, 2005, p. 2.
21
Young, 2012, p. 24.
22
Young and Kearns, 2010, p. 2.
23
Young and Kearns, 2011, p. 3.
24
Young, 2013a, p. 4.
16
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Non-slag tapping furnaces were used across the European continent from the
Iron Age. On the European mainland these type of the furnace were characteristic for
the areas where La Tène cultures developed. Later, during the Roman Period they were
characteristic for the areas of German Barbaricum (the land outside the borders of
Roman Empire) which spread from Burgenland in Austria through Check Republic,
Poland, North and Central Germany, north France, Nederlands, Denmark and Scandinavia. In the Roman Empire slag tapping furnaces were used and this technology was
introduced to conquered lands which became Roman provinces (like in England and
Wales), but after the withdrawal of Roman troops slag-pit furnaces were again employed
and were the dominating iron smelting technique up to the 9th century.
At Bozânta Mică site ore fragments were not found and the local source of iron
is not known. The nearest outcrop of this mineral is in Razoare25 which is located about
40 km away in the straight line. The sites are linked by Lăpuş and Someş rivers, but
the distance on the water between the sites is approximately 73.5 km. Therefore, it is
not clear where the ore used to smelt came from.
All metallurgical residues were found in secondary contexts. They were fragmented and in a small quantity which suggests that metallurgical activities took place
close by but outside the bounds of the excavated area.

8. Evaluation of potential
Archaeometallurgical materials from Bozânta Mică add important information
to the picture of the 2nd‒4th century in Upper Tisza River Region and have potential to
help develop an understanding of the smelting technology existing in the 8th century
Maramureş County. Archaeometallurgical finds had been studied less than other archaeological materials in Romania and there is a need for investigating them.
Whilst the Bozânta Mică finds are a useful addition of knowledge, the small
size of the assemblage and the lack of a direct link between the residues and any metallurgical features, reduce the potential of the assemblage answering any major research
questions. Further investigation would be unlikely to enhance site interpretation, but
could help to recognise some of the larger indeterminate slags as well as to verify the
eventual source of iron ore if such will be discovered in the future.

25

Pantea, 2017.
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